
NOT ALL SUPERHEROES WEAR CAPES 

Electrex was a famous, energy-wielding superhero. However, Electrex is not the hero of this story... 

The hero of this story is a 33-year-old man named David Brown. He lived in a small, semi-detached 

house, with his wife Susan, two children and a Labrador named Alfie. 

The story begins in David Brown’s small, semi-detached house, 44 Garden Avenue, where Alfie, who was 

comfortable in his basket under the stairs, was sound asleep dreaming peacefully of tasty bones. 

Suddenly, he abruptly woke up and began to bark. Susan, who was the first to notice, rushed to the 

troubled dog and tried to calm him down, however, he would not stop barking. Maybe this was a bad 

omen… 

Ben, David’s older son, had a very strange dream the night after the barking incident. In his dream, a 

strange man was continuously talking about a “Recreation”. The man then continued to talk about a 

“Sacred God Eater that will ravage the imperfect World and its Humans” and then he mentioned a “Great 

Slumberer Rizma’alith that will awaken and show the feeblings true reality”. It was supposedly a 

nightmare, but could it have been a sign? 

The next day, Ben was walking home from school with his younger brother Matt. Matt reached into his 

pocket to take out something that his friend gave him, but instead, he found a piece of paper. Covering 

the paper were many drawings of unusual symbols, menacing eyes, and some strange, scary messages. 

WZIPMVHH RH GIFOB RMVERGVYO              TIVV GSV GSVKLDVI 

ZDZPVM IRANZ’ZORGS 

The words were written in blood red ink, and strangely, they did not seem to smudge or leave marks, 

even though they were still shining. Shivering, he felt a chill slowly travel down his spine. 

The paper glowed crimson. Matt gave Ben the paper and Ben examined the strange messages 

thoroughly. “I don’t think I can make sense of it,” remarked Ben, “But it’s sure scary.” 

“I think that it’s in code,” suggested Matt as he furrowed his brow in confusion.  

“I’ll look at it more when we get home,” said Ben before he hid the note back in his pocket 

When the children got home, Ben examined the note even more, but to no avail. His hard work was in 

vain. “I tried to crack the code but I didn’t manage,” said Ben to Matt. Matt nodded.  

“It looks quite hard.” Maybe this was another sign… 

The next day, the signs became clear. At midday, the ground roared like a psychotic lion. It raged, ranted 

and rumbled. Then, the Earth cracked along the Equator and a huge glowing figure emerged.    



“I AM YTNA-HIL, WARLORD OF THE PURITY AND THE CHOSEN ONE OF 

NEOL’RALITH! COWER, FEEBLINGS AS YOUR TRUE GODS DESCEND, 

RANK UPON RANK! LET YOUR WORLD DIE, FEEBLINGS!”  

As the glowing figure spoke, the sun turned black and the sky fractured. The glowing figure was not in 

any one place, not everywhere but not nowhere. Was this truly the end of the world? 

Alfie began to vibrate, and then a purple blast came out of his mouth. As the blast hit Ytna-hil, he fizzed 

and turned pink for a few seconds. Then he went back to normal. Alfie gestured towards the house and 

he ran in with David. Then, Alfie gestured towards a wet mop. David grabbed the wet mop and rushed 

out of the house. He knew what to do. Alfie vigorously vibrated and then released another blast. Like a 

warrior, David charged towards Ytna-hil and hit him with the mop.  

SSMMAASSHH! 

Ytna-hil scattered into tiny glowing particles of energy. But suddenly- ZZAPP! 

Energex, the famous, energy-wielding superhero, suddenly teleported in. 

“Wow that was amazing! I have been recently looking for a sidekick and I think that you will be great for 

the job!” exclaimed Energex. 

“That is a kind offer, but no thank you, I have a family to look after,” replied David. 

Therefore, the story ends, with our conclusion being: 

NOT ALL SUPERHEROES WEAR 

CAPES! 
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